
As of 8/24/21

Covid-19 Policy for High Holidays at Kol Emeth

Given the recent surge of Covid cases due to the Delta variant, and in line with other local
congregations, we feel strongly that our responsibility to protect the health and well-being of Kol Emeth
congregants warrants the following updates:

● All attendees must be masked, indoors and out on Kol Emeth property. Clergy and service
leaders may be unmasked if they present evidence of a negative Covid test result within 72
hours of a service. Those chanting haftarah may be unmasked with a negative Covid test result,
as outlined above, because they are alone at the reading table. Torah readers must remain
masked due to proximity to others.

o Note: For any service leaders desiring to unmask and take a test, it is important to
keep in mind that not all tests are created equal. The home tests have a relatively high
false positive rate. If a positive result with a home test is obtained, it should be
followed up with a PCR test.

● To be unmasked at High Holiday services and programs, clergy and service leaders must submit
proof of vaccination and proof of a negative Covid test to execdir@kolemeth.org. All records will
be kept confidential alongside KE Human Resource documents.

● Only vaccinated people are permitted indoors (unvaccinated children under 12 in a b'nai mitzvah
family household may be present and masked with a negative Covid test result, as described
above.)

● Non-vaccinated people will be seated outdoors (this includes families with children under 12).

● Capacity limits are 50% of indoor spaces (250 for all parts of the sanctuary, 150 people in the
courtyard and 125 in the social hall).

● Pre-registration is required for both Members and Non-Members for High Holiday services (no
walk-ups) to enable contact tracing and to monitor capacity. Please also register if you are
attending via Zoom so we can have an accurate count of each type of service. If you are bringing
guests, please be aware that guests may be subject to a capacity limit and please email the
office with your guests’ names and emails at office@kolemeth.org.

● Masking is required when in line to get food (for children’s programming), indoors or outdoors.

● Eating takes place outdoors only.

● Shofar sounding will occur outside only, with a 6-foot buffer.

As a reminder, please stay home if you have symptoms that might appear to be from a cold, flu or
allergies as this is how Covid symptoms can present in vaccinated individuals.

Note: If conditions deteriorate substantially, we may have to revert to masking for all.

https://www.technologyreview.com/2021/05/04/1024450/at-home-covid-test-review-accuracy-binaxnow-lucira-ellume/
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